
The federal Ministry of Fisheries and Oceans is making a new attempt to
automate lightstations and remove or retire lightkeepers. This time, they are
targeting three very familiar lightstations: Cape Mudge (staffed since 1898), on
the southern end of Quadra Island at the entrance to Discovery Passage;
Entrance Island (staffed since 1876), familiar to millions of ferry passengers at
the east end of Gabriola Island, and Trial Island (staffed since 1906) off Oak Bay
near Victoria. Also named is the remote lightstation at Dryad Point, north of
Bella Bella on the mid-coast.

Fisheries Minister Gail Shea is clearly under the
impression that the only reason to have humans at the
lighthouses situated at key locations along the rugged
BC coast is to maintain the equipment. Since it is now
all automated, goes the reasoning, it is so reliable that
lightkeepers have nothing to do, and they are
unnecessary. So their removal and retirement is a cost-
saving measure, and makes the lightstations ‘efficient’
and ‘cost-effective’. 

And anyway, ships nowadays have GPS, radar, and
autopilots, so they don’t need lighthouses. These
arguments are reminiscent of the move by the Coast
Guard some years ago to remove the foghorns since
they were only needed when it was foggy!

The last ‘destaffing’ program on the west coast was
halted, after many objections from coast dwellers and
mariners, in 1998. And it does appear  that little or no
maintenance has been carried out at the destaffed sites
since then; buildings are rotting, paint is peeling off,
and steps and docks are collapsing.

But no matter how sophisticated the automated
equipment may be, it cannot do what a human can:
keep a lookout. No computer can pick up the nuances
that indicate that an approaching storm is far more
severe than forecast, that an aircraft is in trouble, or is
soon going to be; that a fishing vessel is drifting
without power, that a vessel is doing strange things,
that a small powerboat is too close to the rocks (and
wherever there is a lighthouse, you can be sure there
are rocks, fierce tides, and dangerous currents), or that
wildlife is behaving strangely. No computer can get in
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Under The Mountain: seals bask in the September sun on southern Georgia Strait’s Belle Chaine Islets, while Mount Baker, in
Washington State, towers in the background.

is available at these SER IOUS COFFEE locations — look for the ‘Island Tides’ yellow boxes or racks inside!

Campbell River—Island Highway @ Village Willow Point

South Duncan—Sun Valley Mall

Mill Bay—Island Highway @ Frayne Rd

Nanaimo—Hammond Bay Rd

Nanaimo—Across from the Hospital 

Sidney—Beacon Avenue 

Duncan—Cowichan Commons Mall

Courtenay—Southgate Centre, Cliffe Ave

Port Alberni—Shoppers Drugmart Plaza, 10th Ave

Parksville—Heritage Centre Mall

Nanaimo—South Parkway Plaza good reading, great coffee — it’s time to get SERIOUS!
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RADIO, please turn to page 2

New attempts to destaff
lightstations ~ Patrick Brown

California rules dictate that electricity distributors should obtain 20% of
their power from renewable power sources (RPS) by 2010, but it is
expected that, realistically, this target will not be reached until 2013 or
2014. Now, the latest legislative proposals call for 33% of power to be
produced from renewables by 2020.

In order to meet their quotas, Californian electrical utilities are seeking
increased flexibility to identify and contract with sources outside the state,
including British Columbia. BC has been ramping up it power generation
potential for just such an opportunity. This new legislation should be
good news for BC’s ‘clean’ energy but there are at least two snags.

Several groups in the state have demands of the new legislation: there
is pressure to source a maximum amount of this power from within
California, to capture maximum economic benefits (California Senate Bill
14 would limit imports of renewable power to 20% of the total);
environmental advocates seek to ensure that power, wherever it is
generated, and transmission lines, wherever they may run, have
minimum environmental impacts; and, consumer groups are, as ever,
interested in maintaining the lowest possible prices for electricity.

In view of California power crunch, state legislators are currently
trying to sort out these conflicting objectives for ‘renewable’ power
consumed in the state.  

Export of BC Power Was Anticipated In 2007
It is apparent that BC has long been a favoured potential source for
electricity for California. As early as May, 2007, Premier Gordon
Campbell and Governor Schwarzenegger of California signed a
Memorandum of Understanding that committed the province and the
state to create more renewable energy development and transmission.
Since that time, PG&E (Pacific Gas & Electric), the electrical utility for the
San Francisco area, has been researching the possibility of importing
electricity from BC.

A June, 2008 report for PG&E concluded that imports of renewable
power from BC would be practical over a new high-voltage transmission
line to be constructed from the Canada/US border. (The PG&E report
was produced at a time when the BC government was still insisting that
additional power was need just to make BC ‘self-sufficient’ and denying
the possibility of exports to the US.)

Nonetheless,  PG&E’s  initial conclusions were that BC could have a
significant potential surplus of power by 2016. This prediction assumed
extensive development of run-of-river, biomass, geothermal and wind

Exporting BC power to 
California is not simple, yet
Patrick Brown

Gabriola battles
Rogers for FM
channel
An application by the non-profit co-
operative Gabriola Radio Society to the
Canadian Radio and Television
Commission to use an available FM
channel at 98.7 for community
broadcasting (with the call letters CKGI)
was recently turned down. The reason
given was a technical objection by
Rogers Broadcasting Limited, which
owns CIOC (The Ocean), based in
Victoria and broadcasting on  98.5.

Now Rogers has applied to the CRTC
for use of the 98.7 frequency for a
transmitter to be located on Salt Spring
Island, a repeater station for CIOC (see
advertisement, page 5). Rogers claims
that a transmitter in this location would
improve the reception of the Victoria-
based soft rock station. However those
in opposition think that the real reason
for the new transmitter is that it will give
reception in the Nanaimo area, and thus
enable CIOC to invade the Nanaimo

EXPORTING POWER, please turn to page 11
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Sunset at Saturna Beach after a lightning storm.



AT FULFORD HARBOUR
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

22
TU

0046
0817
1256
1815

2.6
9.8
7.9

10.2

0.8
3.0
2.4
3.1

23
WE

0130
0929
1355
1840

2.6
9.8
8.5
9.8

0.8
3.0
2.6
3.0

24
TH

0217
1045
1514
1904

2.6
10.2
8.9
9.5

0.8
3.1
2.7
2.9

25
FR

0307
1159
1717
1926

3.0
10.2
9.2
9.2

0.9
3.1
2.8
2.8

26
SA

0403
1302

3.3
10.2

1.0
3.1

27
SU

0505
1351
2022
2139

3.6
10.2
8.2
8.5

1.1
3.1
2.5
2.6

28
MO

0608
1427
2039
2337

3.9
10.2
7.9
8.2

1.2
3.1
2.4
2.5

29
TU

0706
1455
2059

4.3
10.2
7.2

1.3
3.1
2.2

30
WE

0111
0756
1517
2119

8.2
4.3
9.8
6.9

2.5
1.3
3.0
2.1

1
TH

0224
0840
1536
2140

8.5
4.6
9.8
5.9

2.6
1.4
3.0
1.8

2
FR

0325
0919
1553
2202

8.9
4.9
9.8
5.2

2.7
1.5
3.0
1.6

3
SA

0420
0955
1609
2227

9.2
5.6
9.8
4.3

2.8
1.7
3.0
1.3

4
SU

0513
1030
1624
2255

9.5
6.2
9.8
3.6

2.9
1.9
3.0
1.1

5
MO

0605
1106
1641
2328

9.8
7.2

10.2
2.6

3.0
2.2
3.1
0.8

6
TU

0700
1144
1659

9.8
7.9

10.2

3.0
2.4
3.1

7
WE

0006
0800
1227
1721

2.0
10.2
8.5

10.2

0.6
3.1
2.6
3.1

AT POINT ATKINSON
SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER

Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m. Day       Time        Ht./ft. Ht./m.

22
TU

0128
0821
1339
1902

3.6
13.8
9.5

14.1

1.1
4.2
2.9
4.3

23
WE

0211
0925
1433
1932

3.6
13.8
10.5
13.5

1.1
4.2
3.2
4.1

24
TH

0255
1034
1540
2003

3.9
13.8
11.2
12.8

1.2
4.2
3.4
3.9

25
FR

0345
1144
1712
2039

4.3
13.5
11.5
12.1

1.3
4.1
3.5
3.7

26
SA

0441
1252
1855
2134

4.9
13.5
11.2
11.5

1.5
4.1
3.4
3.5

27
SU

0545
1350
2007
2313

5.2
13.8
10.8
11.2

1.6
4.2
3.3
3.4

28
MO

0651
1434
2048

5.6
13.8
10.2

1.7
4.2
3.1

29
TU

0059
0752
1509
2119

11.2
5.9

13.8
9.2

3.4
1.8
4.2
2.8

30
WE

0215
0844
1537
2147

11.5
5.9

13.8
8.5

3.5
1.8
4.2
2.6

1
TH

0313
0928
1601
2214

12.1
6.2

13.8
7.5

3.7
1.9
4.2
2.3

2
FR

0401
1006
1622
2242

12.8
6.6

13.8
6.6

3.9
2.0
4.2
2.0

3
SA

0447
1042
1642
2311

13.1
7.2

13.8
5.6

4.0
2.2
4.2
1.7

4
SU

0531
1117
1702
2342

13.8
7.9

13.8
4.6

4.2
2.4
4.2
1.4

5
MO

0617
1152
1725

14.1
8.5

14.1

4.3
2.6
4.3

6
TU

0016
0705
1230
1751

3.6
14.1
9.5

14.1

1.1
4.3
2.9
4.3

7
WE

0054
0758
1312
1819

3.0
14.4
10.5
14.1

0.9
4.4
3.2
4.3
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ADD ONE HOUR FOR DAYLIGHT SAVING TIME
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Durable dock systems for
exposed locations

Ross Walker 
250-537-9710

Email: ross@islandmarine.ca 
www.islandmarine.caOn Time & On Budget

Tide Table Courtesy of

Drilling the Islands since 1965
1-800-746-7444 SSI: 250-537-8456
www.drillwell.com        drill@drillwell.com

• WATER WELLS
• HYDROFRACTURING

TO IMPROVE WELL YIELDS

What is a 
property worth
without water?

OnsiteConcrete.ca  
1-877-MIX-HERE (649-4373)

30 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Mixing  fresh
concrete at

your site

Your Island’s Concrete Solution

With Onsite Concrete there is no waste and
less impact on the environment. 

Only pay for what you use.

YOUR BUSINESS HERE!
Call 250-629-3660 or

islandtides@islandtides.com

IS YOUR

WELL WATER
SAFE TO DRINK?

Contamination can occur
without changes in colour or
taste. Be safe, test annually.

fax: 250-656-0443     Website: www.mblabs.com
Email: mblabs@pacificcoast.net

2062 Unit 4 Henry Ave. West, Sidney, B.C. V8L 5Y1

250-656-1334

Green Party Leader Elizabeth May won a landslide victory in the
Green Saanich–Gulf Islands nomination contest on Saturday,
September 19. May was nominated by Andrew Lewis and
seconded by Bill Deverell. 

‘It is so heartening to receive such an overwhelming vote of
confidence from the grassroots of our membership,’ said May in
her victory address to over 100 members and guests attending
the nominating meeting at the Mary Winspear Centre in Sidney,
BC. ‘I have been overwhelmed by the response from the
community. I am ready to get on with the campaign to win a seat
in parliament. Every single day, voters in this riding tell me that
they have worked or voted for other parties in the past, but now
are uniting for real, positive change.’

John Fryer, May’s campaign manager, is extremely pleased
with the result. ‘We’re ready and are mounting an ambitious
campaign larger than any other in the history of this riding or the

Green Party. This campaign will deliver Saanich-Gulf Islands
with an MP that will bring unprecedented results, attention and
a voice that will raise the level of debate in the House of
Commons.’

Elizabeth May’s campaign office will open on Beacon Avenue
in Sidney shortly. She says she welcomes all supporters,
regardless of political stripe, to join her in this historic campaign. 

Hetherington Wins Liberal Candidacy
The previous Saturday, Renee Hetherington won the Liberal
candidacy. She comments that it is time for the Conservative
government to stop pitting the environment against the
economy. As far as a fall election was concerned, she said that the
ball was in Prime Minister Harper’s court. Of the constituency,
she said that it was an exceptional group of individuals and that
her job was to listen to all people, take all the voices, and present
the common concerns in parliament.  0

market. As a by-blow, it will preclude Gabriola Radio from
having the frequency, the only possible one left for the society
which has been working toward this end for years.

Ken Zakreski of the Gabriola Radio Society asks that Gulf
Island residents write to the CRTC to oppose the Rogers
application. If the Rogers application is rejected, he says, the
GRS will, once again, be able to apply for use of the 98.7 channel.

Gabriola’s John Hague has already submitted an
Intervention in the procedings (see letter, page 5). 

The deadline for interventions in the CRTC proceedings is
September 29, so there’s not much time. Instructions on how to
intervene are on the CRTC website. Zakreski can be reached at
gabriolaradio@shaw.ca, phone 250-247-9891. 0

RADIO from page 1

May is Green candidate for Saanich-Gulf Islands

Vancouver Island’s Comox Valley is launching a community
currency to revitalize the local economy and demonstrate that
money can work in new ways. Comox Valley’s economy has
suffered recently. According to the BC Check Up report for 2009,
in the last three months of 2008, the Vancouver Island/Coast
development region saw job numbers and business
incorporations decline, while bankruptcies and dependence on
unemployment and social assistance rose. According to the
Mayor’s Task Force on Homelessness, there are more than 250
people without homes and more than 3,000 others are at risk of
homelessness.

To raise much-needed money without asking struggling local
businesses to make an outlay of cash or stock, the Comox Valley
Community Way non-profit will create a local currency, the
Community Way Dollar. These dollars will cycle between local
businesses, local community organizations, and people,
functioning like a collective line of credit without interest and
with a net value of zero.

Participating businesses donate local dollars to community
organizations. Any business in the system can issue as much
local currency as it thinks it can support. So far, businesses have
granted roughly 97,000 community dollars to 14 registered
groups, including Project Watershed, AIDS Vancouver Island
and the Comox Valley Affordable Housing Society.

The community organizations use the community dollars at
local businesses, trade to people in exchange for federal money,
or pay people for volunteering or other donations.

A recent article in the Comox Valley Echo gave an example of
why local businesses, charities and residents all might get a
benefit from using Community Way Dollars:

‘1. A local restaurant ‘donates’ 2,000 Community Way
Dollars to the charity of their choice. No ‘money’ changes hands,
but the restaurant agrees to accept the same amount of
Community Way Dollars from customers in future.

‘2. A local resident donates $50 cash to the same charity and
gets 50 Community Way Dollars in return.

‘3. That donor then has dinner at the restaurant and gets a bill
for $100. He covers the bill with CAN$50 and 50 Community
Way Dollars, thereby getting two bangs for his buck—he donates
to his local charity and also get the same value in services from a
local business.’

Local Festival Venue For Boost to
New Currency

The big push for the system began at Cumberland’s ‘Big Time
Out’ music festival on August 15, injecting between 5,000 and
10,000 community dollars into general circulation, in part
through an exchange booth where people can contribute a few
hundred federal dollars to community organizations such as the
school board, and get the equivalent amount of community
money in exchange. People will also be paid 15 to 20 community
dollars for participating in market research.

Once they have community dollars, people can use them to
buy goods and services from the participating businesses,
usually at some percentage of the purchase price. Those
businesses, in turn, use their incoming community money to buy
from other businesses or to pay off their negative balances. The
local dollars can also circulate between people and between

businesses.
Once enough local dollars are cycling through the community

and its businesses, the local GDP will increase up to 30% in a few
years, predicts Michael Linton, an engineer and physicist, who is
also the mind behind the Comox Valley Community Way.

‘Money’ That’s looks Forward
‘The conventional money system looks backwards; it says pile up
your assets and then sit on them, and then risk what you dare, if
you dare risk what you’ve got. So it’s all based upon the past and
fear and greed, the usual driving engines. What we want is a
currency and an economy that looks forward by its commitment
to its own future,’ says Linton.

One source of disappointment for Linton is that the system
will only use paper money for now, printed on a $3,000 credit at
a local print shop. ‘That’s just because we can’t afford to go back
to the smart cards we had ten years ago. And they’re outdated
anyway.’ He’s looking forward to more advanced ways of moving
money around, such as the M-PESA micropayment system used
on cell phone networks in Africa. This kind of technology could
make it actually cheaper to set up an electronic community
currency than to print and distribute paper money.

This project is the latest version of a series of local currencies
Linton and his comrades have started in the Comox Valley. The
first implementation was a simple affair that began in 1982, a
virtual bank on an answering machine. The system operated
without much business participation until 1988. ‘It sort of dried
up in ’88. Now, it didn’t stop in the sense of crash, burn, collapse,
disappear, do a Ponzi, run on the bank sort of thing. It just
stopped being used, sort of like people give up using a bicycle if
it is in the shed,’ says Linton. Part of the reason was that a local
dentist moved away, causing a cascading collapse of the system’s
credibility. 

Linton has put the concept through other cycles over the past
two decades, with varying degrees of success, in part due to lack
of participation from the business world.

Other ‘Complementary Currencies’
Meanwhile, similar systems, known as community currencies,
complementary currencies or open money, have sprung up
around the world, including elsewhere on Vancouver Island,
including Salt Spring Island.

Some of these have a strong anti-corporate sentiment and
deliberately exclude businesses in favour of the ‘small and
cuddly’, such as Victoria’s LETS system. Linton dismisses it as,
‘Sad—too much aromatherapy. It’s a little hobby for a few
people, and it makes absolutely no difference to anything at all,
and never will.’

Others, such as the Salt Spring dollar and the Toronto dollar,
are based on the belief that currency must be backed by federal
currency. Linton calls this an ‘eddy currency,’ which swirls on the
edge of the river but doesn’t go anywhere. ‘The process that
they’re adopting is what I’d call a knee-jerk reflexive response to
the anxiety about ‘Money has value. It must be guaranteed by
something.’ In assuring that they have that guarantee, they
completely cripple the process.’

In a pure implementation of open money, the local currency

Comox Valley launches community currency to
strengthen local economy~ Peter Tupper

CURRENCY please turn to page 9
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VANCOUVER  
INT’L AIRPORT

NANAIMO
(Departure Bay)

We’re all about the Islands

Our Islands. Our World.
S E A P L A N E SS E A P L A N E S

For scheduled flight info call 

1-800-447-3247
or visit our website at 
seairseaplanes.com

• Eight scheduled flights daily

• Newest and fastest Seaplane fleet in Canada

• Departure from Seair Terminal at 
Vancouver Int’l Airport

• Free Parking and Free shuttle to Main Terminal

• Frequent flyer discounts

• Charter flights available to other destinations

• Serving the Gulf Islands and  
Greater Victoria for over 25 years

• Fuel-efficient, cost-effective wood heating

• Solar domestic hot water heaters

• Sales and Installations

Unit 6 - 1950 Government Street, Victoria, BC

call: 250-386-7643
        

Solar Heating

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

      
     

   

    

  

       

        

Solar Heating

Expert advice 
is just around the corner.
Find out how our local experts can help you.

Katy Parsons
ACCOUNT MANAGER

Clare Cullen
BUSINESS BANKING 
ADVISOR

Scott Howe
FINANCIAL ADVISOR

Tanja Akerman
COMMERCIAL INSURANCE 
REPRESENTATIVE

Drop in and you’ll receive 
an earth-friendly tote* 
just for saying hi.

PERSONAL BANKING  |  INSURANCE  |  INVESTING  |  BUSINESS BANKING

124 MCPHILLIPS AVE., GANGES
Banking (250) 537-5587  
Insurance (250) 537-4542

www.ISCU.com

* Limit one per customer. Subject to availability. 
Gift may not be exactly as shown. Offer expires October 31, 2009.

FREE
GIFT!

Did you know?
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples focuses on experiences, values, beliefs and history through First Peoples’

Principles of Learning.
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples is the academic equivalent to English 12.
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples is open to ALL learners and ALL teachers.
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples uses contemporary literature written byAboriginal authors.
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples has local, Canadian and international content.
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples can be used towards scholarships.
� EEnglish 12 First Peoples is accepted byALL* BC Post-Secondary Institutes.

Ask for it! Request it from your school or district!
For more information, Integrated Resource Package (IRP) or Teachers Resource Guide, please contact info@fnesc.ca or go

to www.fnesc.ca/efp12/index.php
* 23 of 25 institutes; Selkirk and College of New Caledonia pending

Letters from numerous Galiano Island
residents to the Minister of Agriculture and
Lands requesting that forest lands on Galiano
Island be exempted from the provincial Private
Managed Forest Lands Act (PMFL Act),
recently received a standardized reply from
Assistant Deputy Minister Grant Parnell.

Residents’ letters, among other things,
noted that the terms of the PMFL Act conflicted
with the legislated objectives and mandate of
the Islands Trust, and with the authority of the
Local Trust Committee to control, through the
Community Plan and Land Use Bylaw, land use
and development on the Island.

The government reply reiterated its belief
that land use under the PMFL could be
compatible with Galiano’s OCP and bylaws. The
PMFL Act, the deputy minister’s letter said, ‘is
intended to ensure that managed forest owners
are able to harvest and grow trees in a
sustainable manner … these provisions serve to
balance the rights of a private land owner with
the broader social, environmental, and
economic public interest. The reference to a

dwelling provides the opportunity for
landowners to live on their managed forest, in
the same way that farmers usually live on their
land.’

While most PMFL-enrolled holdings are
much larger parcels owned by forestry
companies, mainly on Vancouver Island, a
number of Galiano Forest lot owners have
registered their properties under the PMFL Act.
Generally, these lands were purchased from
MacMillan Bloedel’s tree farm on the Island
nearly twenty years ago. Ever since that time,
these properties have been at the heart of a
community conflict complicated in recent years
by the introduction of the PMFL Act. 

Galiano is currently in the early stages of
reviewing its Community Plan. The existing
OCP predates the enactment of the PMFL Act
(and thus takes precedence over it), but any
change in the bylaws might result in the
Galiano Trust Committee losing jurisdiction
over any lands which have applied for and been
included in the PMFL. 0

Government stonewalls Galiano PMFL exemption

Local workers and businesses will benefit from
a major new investment in Small Craft
Harbours, says the Honourable Gary Lunn,
Minister of State for Sport and Member of
Parliament for Saanich-Gulf Island. 

In Minister Lunn’s riding, $650,000 in
funding is being provided for small craft
harbours projects at Ganges Outer Harbour
and Tsehum Harbour in Sidney. Lunn made
the September 19 announcement of the
projects on behalf of the Honourable Gail Shea,
Minister of Fisheries and Oceans. ‘The
commercial fishery is vital to families and
businesses throughout the region—from
Brentwood Bay to Salt Spring Island,’ said
Minister Lunn. ‘By investing in small craft
harbours our government is creating local jobs
right away, and ensuring that those who rely on
the fishery can rely on an improved harbour for
years to come.’

Minister Shea has recently been criticized by
BC Environment Minister Barry Penner for her
handling of the Fraser River sockeye collapse
crisis. 

Funding Further Afield
(Afloat)

Tsehum Harbour and Ganges projects are a
minor part of an extensive Small Craft
Harbours program which is part of the federal
Conservative government’s ‘Economic Action’
stimulus plan. Other harbours included are:
Campbell River, Fanny Bay, French Creek,
Gibsons, Hospital Bay, Kitkatla, Lund, Port
Alberni, Port Clements, Port McNeill,
Quathiaski Cove, Saltery Bay, Sointula, Sooke,
Steveston, and Ucluelet West. Major projects,
including the installation of large scale floating
wharves, will also take place at French Creek,
Port Hardy and Steveston. 

Wharf repairs or improvements are planned
for Bamfield West, Campbell River, Comox,
Gibsons, Heriot Bay, Ladysmith, Prince Rupert
(Rushbrook) and Steveston.

Float repairs are scheduled for French
Creek, Powell River South, Prince Rupert
(Fairview Bay), Queen Charlotte, Steveston and
Ucluelet West.

Dredging work is scheduled for Ladysmith
and Steveston.

Breakwater construction and repairs will
take place at Bella Coola, Comox, Deep Bay,
Ford Cove, Heriot Bay, Kelsey Bay, Ladysmith,
Lund, Ocean Falls, Port Alberni, Prince Rupert
(Fairview Bay), Prince Rupert (Rushbrook) and
Sointula.

Float access construction and repair will be
undertaken at French Creek and Steveston.
Shore protection repairs will be done at Kelsey
Bay and upland improvements, including
buildings and service areas, will take place at
False Creek (Vancouver), Steveston and Queen
Charlotte.

Electrical service improvements will be
carried out at Campbell River, Deep Bay,
Egmont, Madeira Park, Porpoise Bay, Port
Edward, Port Hardy, Prince Rupert
(Rushbrook) and Queen Charlotte. Fire
protection repairs are slated for Steveston.

Provincial Matching Fund
In Question

However, most ‘Economic Action’ stimulus
funded projects in BC have been delayed
indefinitely by the inability of the provincial
government to provide the matching funds
required by the stimulus program. Similar delays
are being experienced on highway projects which
have been previously announced.

BC Ferries, now with ample capacity between
the Mainland and Vancouver Island on its new
ferries, tried something different this year. 

Traffic was down by 4–6% in the early part of
the year. Then the corporation temporarily
lowered fares for midweek drivers—to the $39
CoastSaver fare (a 33% discount, which ended
two weeks ago)—and suddenly traffic was up by
4.2% over 2008 numbers. As the price of oil
declined, fuel surcharges became fuel rebates on
the minor routes, and traffic was up on those
routes by 2.2%.

There has long been a maxim that there is a
fare threshhold above which ridership goes
down, impacting revenues. The figures above
confirm this. And, if a comparison was needed,
northern routes, with no discount or fuel
rebate, continued to show a 6% decrease.

However, BC Ferries president David Hahn
was quick to credit the great summer weather
for the increased traffic. But the Ferry Advisory

Committee Chairs, who also enjoyed the weeks
of sunshine, pointed out the clear relationship
between fare levels and traffic volumes.

Over the past couple of years, undiscounted
fares have risen steadily as operating costs rose
and the provincial government failed to
increase its contribution to match. As a result,
the Ferry Commissioner, whose prime
responsibility is the creditworthiness of the
‘privatized’ and now heavily indebted  BC
Ferries Services Inc, had little choice but to
authorize the increases. Traffic has shown
steady declines—until this year.

Brian Hollingshead, chair of the Southern
Gulf Islands FAC, said, ‘It’s clear that non-
discounted fares are just too high.’ But they are
slated to continue rising for the next two years.
The FACC has called on the government to
reconsider its ‘user pay’ policies, in order to
safeguard public access to the BC Coast and
Islands (including Vancouver Island). 0

Lower fares, more traffic on summer ferries

Small craft harbours projects for the coast 
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Hitting My Head Against the Wall
Dear Editor:
I used to sit in my frozen apartment, in Prince Albert,
Saskatchewan and ponder the question ‘How can the British
Columbians stand the Socred governments being voted in over
and over again?’ I think after nearly 40 years in the province, I’ve
figured it out. Either BCers have phenomenally short attention
spans or to coin a phrase from my dear old Mom, ‘they wouldn’t
say s--t if their mouths were full of it’.

The daily shenanigans of the incumbent Liberals should have
been enough to have them unceremoniously bounced from
power many terms ago but instead, BCers happily re-elected
(apathetically) this bunch of arrogant, money-hungry, power-
mongers. Too whacked-out on BC bud?

Take the recent furour over the HST. Gordon Campbell
doesn’t have to worry because by the time another election rolls
around everyone will have forgotten and GC will be deliriously
leading his own parade, waving the Olympic flag and convincing
British Columbians to forget the health care, education and
millions of taxpayers money they have sacrificed so that the
Liberals can put on a spectacle. 

Well maybe now that we have some ‘not so willing’
government ‘volunteers’—who the government is paying for—
they can hope to create something as magical as that human
mountain at Bejing. Though it’s hard to picture the employees of
ICBC frolicking hundreds of feet in the air. Oh, well…wait and
see, I guess.

But don’t get me started on the Olympics. The amount of
money spent is too overwhelming, especially when Joe citizen is
struggling just trying to feed the family. This over-abundance of
wealth (your tax dollars) will be of special meaning to Gulf
Islanders who bit the bullet and had to close our schools one day
a week because the government couldn’t afford the cost of
educating our kids…remember that? 

How about those ‘sweeping inquiries’ into the executive
salaries at BC Ferries and Translink? How many dollars are to be
spent on those while Mr Hahn, in his usual smug and arrogant
way, assured us all that he was worth every penny and that he
didn’t need government meddling with the ferry corp. I think he
could find a few thousand ferry travelers who would disagree
with him.

I just have to mention that whole ‘tasering’ incident at YVR.
Your government has spent millions trying to figure out what
any well-mannered 6-year-old could have seen from that
horrible video…the RCMP were bullying a poor, frightened soul.

Their shameful behavior should have been immediately
condemned and they should have been big enough to man-up to
their bad behavior, though I suppose when someone dies, it is
not so easy to do. 

The RCMP has lost much credibility over its seeming desire
to slough off responsibility for mistakes. The actions of a few
make it difficult for the honest, hard-working officer to be
effective in small communities. They need to become more
transparent and work toward becoming a symbol of law-abiding
trust and respect instead of invoking fear and lack of
accountability. Sue Evans, Galiano Island

Horses In Strathcona Park
Dear Editor:
I am deeply opposed to the recent decision by Minister of the
Environment, Barry Penner, to open Strathcona Park to private,
for-profit, horse use. I believe the Minister’s decision to be
oppressive in that it arbitrarily ignores overwhelming public
opposition to the whole idea. 

The Level 2 assessment, commissioned even before the faulty
Master Plan amendment process was complete, notes the ‘high
level of public concern regarding the appropriateness of horses
in protected areas, and the potential environmental impacts,
with particular concern about the impact of allowing a private,
commercial operator to have a horse use permit within the park.’
The author of the assessment proposes these concerns can be
mitigated by ‘public education.’  

I propose the Ministry of Environment be renamed the
Ministry of Truth, in the best spirit of George Orwell, if a penny-
wise, dollar-foolish government believes it can brainwash us as
easily as it tries to sell out our parks

MJ Vaughan, Black Creek
Dear Editor:
In the last while a new Visitors’ Center and connector trail have
been completed in the Paradise Meadows area of Strathcona
Provincial Park. Almost none of the funding for these projects
came from BC Parks, instead it came from private and corporate
donations, matching grants and lottery money with countless
hours of meetings and volunteer work over years by Parks’ staff
and stakeholders. I believe the success of this creative funding
proposal has indirectly led to the subsequent approval of a
Master Plan Amendment. Let me explain.

About five years ago, Clayoquot Wilderness Resort proposed
they be allowed to bring horses into the Bedwell Valley in return
for upgrading the trail there and building a campsite. A strong

case was made for this not being allowed by the Parks’ Master
Plan except in three specific areas where it has always been
allowed, so an unclear, muddled public process was conducted
which resulted in about 90% of the public emphatically stating
they did not want more horses in Strathcona Park. 

BC Parks could not be seen to allow an exclusive use of the
Bedwell Valley by one resort owner. This area is very isolated,
and impractical for any member of the public to take a horse to,
so what was done was to open any area of the Park to horse use
where there used to be an old road subject to some criteria yet to
be explained. This opens new areas of the park for horse use
contrary to public opinion, which will benefit private commercial
interests which have the funds to do a favour for Parks in return
for being allowed to operate in the park. This is a further example
of the privatization of our public assets to benefit friends of the
government. 

John Milne, director Friends of Strathcona Park

Disaster In Chile Not An Opportunity
For BC Fish Farms

Dear Editor:
Rusty cages, feed bags, buoys, empty chemical containers, and
other debris form the industry litter the foreshores, beaches, and
ghostly work yards of Chile’s coastal communities, the remnants
of an industry that is pulling up stakes and getting out.

Left to deal with the mess are the people and marine
environment of this land of otherwise breathtaking beauty and
cultural warmth. This is the northern entry point to the famed
Patagonia—much like BC’s coast, one of the great natural
wonders on the planet, unacceptably marred by the fish farm
industry.

Chile’s coastal communities and marine environment have
paid another heavy toll for the industry: much of the wild fish
from the waters off Chile’s coast, such as anchovies and sardines
are ground into meal to raise carnivorous farmed salmon. It
takes anywhere between three and five pounds of wild fish to
yield one pound of farmed salmon, and the result has been the
depletion of Chile’s coastal ecosystems and devastation to
communities who once depended on artisanal fishing for
employment and sustenance.

And so it was to my horror that I read Mary Ellen Walling’s
callous take on the Chilean crisis that I had just witnessed.
Walling told the Vancouver Sun: ‘Prices are up 10 to 15% over
the past six months because of the lack of product in the
marketplace. It’s good for the BC industry because we’ve got
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A
mericans live in fear of the financial penalties that their
health care system imposes on the sick and the injured,
and this may well condition them to the rule by fear that

is a dominant characteristic of US politics.
With his message of hope, President Obama is attempting to

change cultural patterns that go back to the birth of the nation.
That shouting we hear recently across the world’s longest

now defended border is supposed to be all about health care.
Canadians can be forgiven if we cannot understand what should
be so controversial about ensuring that every American has
access to care should (s)he get sick, or injured, or just plain old.
But what is so curious about this is that Obama has taken on, in
fact, a political issue of the most fundamental kind; a cultural
issue that goes to the very heart of the US nation.

Differences
Canadians are often asked how we are different from Americans.
This is a question that we find difficult to answer; there are more
similarities than differences. We do think we are a bit more
polite. And we know we have a government-provided universal
health care. No Canadian would pretend that our system was
perfect, but most of us would claim it was better (we live a couple
of years longer) and certainly cheaper than the US system. 

The provision of health care is a strange way to distinguish
between societies, but it’s at least easy to define. 

A more fundamental difference may be found in the
purposes, the raison d’etre of our nations. In the US, it’s ‘life,
liberty, and the pursuit of happiness’; in Canada, it’s ‘peace,
order, and good government’. Both, in the current jargon, could
be termed aspirational goals, which means that we are still trying
to achieve them. Notice that while the Canadian version doesn’t
mention happiness, or indeed the pursuit of anything, the US
version doesn’t mention government, nor does it guarantee that
happiness will be found.

Taking the definitions a bit further, the Canadian version
promises security—a warm logfire and double glazing when it’s
forty below outside—the US version promises adventure, and
the freedom to take risks.

Risk
For all but the most well-off US families, the most omnipresent
risk in life is to health, and it is the US health care system , mainly
configured as a profit-making enterprise, which draws such a
close relationship between health and money. It is difficult to

obtain reliable comparative costs of health care per capita
between the US and Canada but some calculations put the US
figure as high 80% more. 

The US additional cost represents profits made by the
providers, the institutions, the drug companies, and the
insurance companies who are engaged in the business of health
care. And since most Americans carry some form of health
insurance, these premiums, no matter who pays them,
significantly impact the employer’s bottom line or the family
budget.

Herein lie many fears: that the premiums are unaffordable;
that they will rise, particularly if a claim is made; or that coverage
may be denied or withdrawn. These fears add to the natural
human worries about illness or injury. 

For some forty million Americans who cannot afford, or are
not eligible for, health insurance, even minor illness or injury can
be catastrophic. These are the people that President Obama is
trying to bring into the health insurance system; they are the
most fearful, not merely of illness, but of doctors, hospitals, and
druggists.

For most people, daily life contains many very small chances of
massive catastrophe, like being hit by a bus but the resulting fear
may be all out of proportion to any intuitive calculation of risk.

Fear Versus Hope
That fear also characterizes much of US political discourse.
Particularly over the past ten years, Americans have become
increasingly governed by fear. 

An obsession with ‘security’ has been manufactured. The ‘axis
of evil’ awaits; strangers who are not ‘with us’ must be ‘against
us’. Americans are surely not terrorists, so they must, by
definition, be the terrorized. For many, Armageddon, or the ‘end
of days’, may be visited upon them any moment. Climate change
is a new threat: hurricanes can and do destroy cities and lives,
with the government complicit. For millions of Americans, the
false security of personal firearms is somehow blessed by the
Constitution.

In the US, fear is thus the constant and all too familiar
companion to life, to liberty, and to the pursuit of happiness.
Those who wish to rule Americans, first make them fearful.
Fear—even the simple fear of change—has become the most
potent political tool.

This may be why Obama’s efforts to ensure health care for all
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good, solid prices moving forward. There’s a significant lack of
Chilean product in the US market. It’s a great opportunity [for
BC salmon farmers], but we can’t take advantage of it. BC is
home to a range of anti-salmon-farming groups. [Their]
campaign has delayed opportunities for the industry to expand.’

Having witnessed first-hand the plight of the Chilean people,
this kind of statement is sheerly appalling in its ignorance and
selfishness. Here are three big ways the primarily Norwegian
industry is now profiting from its own negligence and the
suffering of the Chilean people and their environment:

1. Decreased global supply = higher market prices. This is
Walling’s main argument.

2. Excuse for expansion in BC. Walling is using the crisis to
push for more farms in BC—just as Norway is doing right now
(during a recent trip to Norway, I observed their fisheries
minister announcing intentions to boost production there by
5%). The irony is that the push to expand the industry in Chile is
very much responsible for the ecological crisis that has now
hobbled it. The same may well happen here if we’re not careful.

3. Privatizing the seas and consolidating the market in Chile.
This is the really sneaky and perverse one. Not unlike the
financial meltdown and ensuing bailout in the US and around
the world, those responsible for the problems are now poised to
profit from them.

The Norwegian companies who likely brought the virus to
Chile are now lobbying along with the banks who finance the
industry to privatize the country’s ocean farm tenures. Unlike
Canada and Norway, the Norwegian behemoths don’t yet
dominate the industry in Chile—roughly half of the companies
are still Chilean owned. However, they are smaller than the
Norwegian multi-nationals and thus more immediately
vulnerable to bankruptcy from the ISA crisis.

The farm tenures have always been leased to companies by
the state. Now that many of the smaller Chilean companies are
defaulting on their loans as they have no product to sell, the
banks and the big Norwegian companies are pushing to privatize
the water rights, so that they can take them over as collateral for
the defaulted loans. The banks will seize the farm tenures and
sell them to the big Norwegian companies—who can weather the
storm of their own making...and presto!

The Norwegian companies now have a monopoly on the
Chilean industry, just like they do everywhere else. In the very
least they are profiting from their own negligence, which is, for
lack of a better word, disgusting. 

Having just clashed with Walling, her industry colleagues,

and chummy Canadian government representatives in Norway
at the world’s biggest fish farming trade show, AquaNor, I’m no
stranger to the industry’s tactics. But this piece of PR—profiting
from the tragedy that is the Chilean ISA crisis—represents a new
low in my view.

Walling, the industry, and our provincial and federal
governments need to hear from the people of BC that we will no
longer stand for the problems associated with this industry in BC
and around the world.

In the wake of the collapse of the Fraser Sockeye and the
crises in Chile, Scotland, Ireland—everywhere this industry
operates—it is time to say, ‘Enough is enough!’

Damien Gillis, Vancouver 

Rogers Versus Gabriola Radio
The following letter is an Intervention in a Rogers Broadcasting
Ltd application for a transmission tower on Salt Spring Island.

Dear Canadian Radio Television Comission: 
Rogers wants to improve their ‘98.5FM-The Ocean’ existing soft
rock radio broadcast service originating in Victoria, BC. Their
proposed, so called ‘optimal’ approach will incidentally but
effectively, expand their broadcasting into Nanaimo, Gabriola
and the neighbouring Islands, enabled by a repeater transmitter
on Salt Spring Island. The extension of this channel will
eliminate a possible local 98.7FM channel that has been the
subject of an earlier Application by Gabriola Radio Society. The
choice for Nanaimo and Gabriola, Mudge, DeCourcey is another,
not local, ‘soft rock station’ or a community-oriented, owned and
operated FM station that will be a not-for-profit public service
providing emergency service announcements, local community
organizations’ voice, local vocal and musical talent promotion
and a uniquely Gulf Islands attitude. Help us save the last
available FM channel for the rest of us as we develop the
community enrichment potential of an integrated radio, internet
and ‘new media’  communications service. 

As Rogers says, its proposed solution to improve its 98.5FM
signal quality within its current broadcast area is an optimal
solution from their point of view. However, it is clearly
suboptimal for the commons and the common good. The public
interest would be far better served if Rogers could find a
technical solution that does not at the same time eliminate the
last local opportunity for Gabriola FM Radio 98.7, CKGI.  

Please record my objection with the CRTC, with these written

reasons. I intend to register as a participating intervenor, object,
provide information requests to the Applicant and be willing to
provide supporting evidence for my alternatives as well as stand
for cross examination.  There follow seven issue on which I base
my intervention.

Issue 1: Either 98.5 expansion or 98.7 community radio. Why
are these mutually exclusive?

Issue #2: Apart from improving signal quality ‘within’ its
existing broadcast domain, the ‘hidden motive’ may be to expand
into the Nanaimo market place.

What is the business plan for this commercial expansion and
can it be justified given the current saturation of ‘soft rock’ in this
market?

Issue #3: The Application set down for hearing by the CRTC
into Gabriola Radio Society’s proposed license for community
radio was set aside because of a rule that will be stricken in 2011.  If
this is the intent, then why wait until there is no FM spectrum left?

Issue #4: Rogers, after its pre-emptive notice that set aside
Gabriola Radio Society’s Application failed to make its own
application within the time period allowed in the rules. It is not
in the public interest to extend a lenient treatment to Rogers on
part of a rule that penalizes another applicant.

Issue #5: Considering Heritage Canada’s mandate to
encourage made in Canada content, how do ‘The Ocean’ and
Gabriola Radio Society compare on meeting this mandate?

Issue #6: If the CRTC was compelled to make its Decisions
with ‘net social benefit’ in mind, how would Rogers expansion
compare with Gabriola Radio’s Community Service?

Issue #7: Is there no other technical solution that would
satisfy Rogers’ need to improve its signal quality within its
current broadcast domain?  How do the alternatives compare on
a ‘net social benefit’ basis?

Reason for appearance: These issues are stated as
information requests for both the Applicant and the CRTC where
appropriate. I have the right to seek this information, receive
complete and useful responses  and to cross examine on the
responses provided. Cross cannot be procedurally fair if
restricted to non-verbal media.

John Hague, Gabriola Island 0
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Saturdays till Thanksgiving
Pender Islands Farmers’ Market—you never know what
you’ll find or who you’ll meet; ‘grow your own’ workshops
10:30am; fresh, local produce; baked goods and cheeses; local art
and artisan works • Community Hall • Every Saturday 9:30am-
1pm • ON PENDER ISLAND

Thurs, Sep 24 & Sats, Oct 3 & 10
Pender Film Group Screenings—THU SEP 24: Tell No One /
Ne Le Dis A Personne (2007)—eight years after his wife was
murdered, Alexandre Beck receives an e-mail with images of a
woman who, although older, is obviously his wife; SAT OCT 3:
Away We Go (2009)—a couple expecting their first child travel
the US to find a perfect place to raise it; SAT OCT 10: Waterlife
(2008)—following Great Lakes cascade from Lake Superior to the
Atlantic, the last huge supply of fresh water on earth • 7:30pm
unless otherwise noted • Community Hall • Admission by
donation • Info: www.penderislands.org • ON PENDER ISLAND

Saturday, September 26 
AGM, Gulf Islands Branch, BC Historical Federation—
President’s Report, Election of Officers, there will be a talk on
historical postcards featuring ships • Saturna Community Hall •
1pm • ON SATURNA ISLAND 

Sat & Sun, September 26 & 27
The Good Life Festival—sharing ideas for living green on the
islands; panels: food/gardening, housing/energy, transportation;
home & garden tours, demonstrations, 10K community dinner,
guest speakers • Agricultural Hall • Sat: 11am-10pm Sun: 9am-
5pm Info: 250-539-3027, 250-539-0069 • ON MAYNE ISLAND

Fri, Sat, Sun, October 2, 3 & 4
The Kerplunks ‘Walk On’ Tour—come join Canada’s hippest

children’s entertainers for their
‘Islands CD Release Tour’ • SALT

SPRING: Oct 2: Mahon Hall, 6pm,
Tickets @ Fables Cottage Bookstore;
PENDER: Oct 3: Anglican Auditorium,
1pm; Tickets @ Talisman Books &
Gallery; GALIANO: Oct 4, Community
Hall, 1pm; Tickets @ Galiano Island
Books • Tickets: $10, 3 for $25, also

available at the door • Info: www.thekerplunks.com • ON SALT
SPRING, PENDER AND GALIANO ISLANDS

Saturday, October 3
Marc Atkinson Trio—the gypsy jazz trio opens this year’s

concert series; ‘They're outstanding
for their vitality, exuberance,
elegance & melodic strength, and
for the joy these three fine
musicians share.’-Toronto Star •
Community Hall • Doors open 7pm,
concert 7:30pm • Tickets $25

available at the door • ON SATURNA ISLAND

Saturday, October 3
Commmunity Farm Public Information Meeting—Guest
speakers, information, Q&A, presented by the Pender Island
Community Farmland Acquisition Project • Pender Community
Hall • 1–3pm • Everyone Welcome • Info: 250-629-3829,
www.penderislandweb.com/farm/,  • ON PENDER ISLAND

Sunday, October 4
11th Annual Salt Spring Island
Apple Festival—growing over 350
varieties of apples organically;
celebrating heritage apples • Fulford
Hall plus 16 farms • 9am–5pm • Info:
www.saltspringmarket.com/apples •
ON SALT SPRING ISLAND

Saturday, October 10
Blackberry Tea and Harvest Festival—Galiano Club
members’ homemade blackberry, pumpkin and apple pies;
Island farmers' organic produce, jams and juices; brunch, lunch
or afternoon tea served • South Galiano Hall • 11am–3pm • Info:
Margaret, 250-539-5064 • ON GALIANO ISLAND

Saturday, October 10
4th Annual Stewardship Day Fair—Supernatural natural
Pender by Todd Camahea (Habitat Acuquisition Trust), Western
Painted Turtles by Chris Engelstoft, displays, info, gardening with
native plants, book give-away • Community Hall • 11am-3pm •
Everyone Welcome • Info: Gary Steeves 250-629-3595 • ON
PENDER ISLAND
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‘What’s On?’ Vancouver Island & The Gulf Islands
SINGLE EVENT • $31.50 • With image $36.75 (max 50 words)
MULTI-VENUE • $42 • With image $47.25 (max 70 words)

Payment with order only. VISA credit card accepted

The Commission has received the following application. The deadline for 
submission of interventions/comments: 29 September 2009.

•   Rogers Broadcasting Limited – amendment of the broadcasting licence 
of the English-language commercial FM radio programming service – 
Saltspring Island, British Columbia

For further information, please consult Notice of Consultation 
CRTC 2009-516. If you wish to support or oppose an application or obtain 
a copy of the Notice of Consultation, please consult the CRTC website 
at www.crtc.gc.ca under “Public Proceedings” or call our toll free number 
1-877-249-CRTC.

Broadcasting 
Notice of Consultation 

CRTC 2009-516
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• Whole-house Treatment

• Self-cleaning Sediment Filters
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250-412-1110 • 604- 630-1114 • 524 William Street, Victoria
250-339-6914 Comox Valley

www.watertiger.net
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Getting on with life
Brian Crumblehulme
Living on the islands implies teetering between contradictory
cultures. The outside world (Vancouver, the Lower Mainland,
Toronto, NY, Baghdad...) is undergoing changes such as our
imaginations never encountered. The world is going broke,
climate changes are beginning to take their toll, political stability
is a figment, the cost of energy, and therefore food, is teetering on
the brink of massive increases, and yet, and yet, here we are
basking in the reflection of an Indian summer with an
abundance of ripe apples. The world is changing and the world is
not. 

On Saturday, 26 September, the Saanich Agricultural
Market(s) and the South Island Direct Farm Marketing
Association will host a traditional Harvest Feast at the Saanich
Fairgrounds. At $25 this is a steal. South Island produce and
dairy are some of the best in the world and the fact that this is
local is something to celebrate. 

Despite the drought conditions, all the Islands are celebrating
a cornucopia this year. Is this a sign of things to come, colder
winters and hotter summers? If there is water in the tank it sure
makes for good tomatoes. But the news from Victoria and Ottawa
is less than celebratory; can we remain sanguine that a litre of
gasoline will not reach $5, or that ferry fares will not double?  

Being prepared on a rural island means more than filling the
woodshed and the water tank. It might also mean coping with
forest fires, earthquakes or, with those unpredictable arctic
outflow winds, it might mean carrying on for weeks without
electricity, navigating snow-bound roads, and having enough in
the freezer or garden to tide us over for a month or more. 

To answer these trying questions most communities have or
will be hosting open discussions to challenge our assumptions of
what it means to live the good life in this beautiful area.
Vancouver has been doing that for several years. Salt Spring will
host a workshop in October. 

On September 26–27, Mayne Island’s Good Life Festival will
combine a harvest festival feast with discussions, talks and
demonstrations with some of the best informed minds in the
region. Join Ann & Gord Baird (Eco Sense), Carolyn Herriot and
a host of others for an informative and fun weekend. Call 250-
539-3027 or 250-539-0069 for more information. 0
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(250) 537-4446
Ganges: Gulf Clinic, 241 Lower Ganges Road
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Hear what you’ve been missing and get the whole story.

*Valid on pairs of hearing aids ordered between September 14 - November 14, 2009. Applies to new, private client orders and cannot be combined with any other offer or previous purchase.
Some conditions apply, see clinics for details or visit www.islandhearing.com.

Hear the whole conversation and reconnect with those you love. Start with
your free hearing test and save up to $1,000* on a wide range of qualifying
hearing aids, all with the latest technology. Limited time offer so call for
your appointment today.

SAVE UP TO

1000$
ON A PAIR OF STATE OF
THE ART HEARING AIDS.

 

Rainwater, Wastewater & Potable Water
 

TANKS & LIQUID HANDLING 

Wholesale distributors to Contractors & DIY’s for over 40 years 
DEALER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 

LOW PROFILE SEPTIC & CISTERN 
TANKS and PRE-PACKAGED 

 SEWAGE TREATMENT 
 SYSTEMS

POTABLE 
WATER 
TANKS 

RAINWATER  
HARVESTING 

TANKS  & 
SYSTEMS 

 

“If It Flows - We Go With It !”

TM

1-800-665- 4499

GETAWAYS
On Islands Large and Small

Central Vancouver Island
‘HOLIDAY HOUSE’ 
B&B Motel • Rooms

Vacation Suites
FREE PICK-UP

20 min from Nanaimo Ferries
10 min from Nanaimo Airport

HERITAGE LADYSMITH

1-888-310-2299
250-618-5830

www.ladysmithholidayhouse.com

MAUI 
Vacation Condos

1 & 2 bedroom units
Ocean & Garden Views

Reasonable Rates
Upgraded, CLEAN units

1-800-800-8608
www.mauisuncoast.com

5 minute walk from the
Ferry parking lot at Swartz
Bay.

2215 Canoe Cove Rd
778-426-1200

Stonehouse 
Pub

Great Food!
Great Service!

Home  o f  Hea l ing
Salt Spring Island

Accommodation $45/night
Massage Therapy &
Healing Packages 
for the 
Spiritually Minded.

250-537-1219
www.homeofhealing.com

Photo Collage: Brian Haller
A glorious summer of Saturdays at Mayne Island Farmers Market. 

Invent
the Future and Win

Cash
BC Hydro and Gulf Islands Film School (GIFTS) are looking for
ideas from youth for conserving energy or producing sustainable
energy. Present your idea as a video or essay and there are
$2,500 of prizes, video equipment, a week-long course at GIFTS
and Olympic tickets to be won. Judges range from young actor,
Cameron Bright to Spirit Bear crusader Simon Jackson. If you
are between the ages of 13 and 24 and want to share your bright
ideas, visit www.inventthefuture.ca.

BC Budget Cuts Close Bowen
Historical Museum 

The recent round of cuts in gaming grants has forced the Bowen
Island Historical Museum to lay-off its curator and close its
doors. The provincial grant represents more than half of the
organzation’s annual funding with the remainder coming from
municpal grants and public donations. Attempts will be made to
find other sources of funding to make up for the provincial
shortfall but at this point, the museum is closed until further
notice.

Gathering of Islanders
Gulf Islanders are truly forming bio-regional awareness;
entering into a dialogue about the present and future of the

Strait of Georgia’s islands. Following close on the heels
of Mayne Island’s ‘Good Life Festival’ will be another

gathering on Salt Spring.
What can Gulf Islanders do that’s fun and exciting to meet

the challenges of climate change, peak oil and sustainability?
That’s the question the Gulf Islands Alliance (GIA) will ask a
public gathering of Islanders on October 24 at the Gulf Islands
Secondary School.

It’s a serious question, but organizers promise that the
‘gathering’ won’t be gloomy. The goal is simply to encourage and
celebrate the people and programs that will keep our islands a
wonderful place to live and visit. 

Guy Dauncey will be the keynote speaker and the emcee will
be popular environmentalist Briony Penn, a Salt Spring
resident, adjunct professor at the University of Victoria, writer,
artist, and gumboot dancer. 

Then, people across the islands will share information about
their grassroots sustainability projects, such as ride-sharing,
community gardens, clean energy, public transit, water
preservation, and educational programs on why and how to
substantially reduce greenhouse gas emissions.

Wrapping up the day, a speaker panel and the event
participants will identify common themes and actions Islanders,
as individuals and groups, can take ‘to rebuild resilient island
communities in a time of transition.’

GIA continues to look for groups and projects to feature. If
you wish to attend, know more or have questions or suggestions
about the gathering, please contact Dave Steen:
info@gulfislandsalliance.ca, or 250 246-3530. 0

Round The Islands
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Household hazardous waste defined.
Household hazardous waste is any waste from your home that you consider 
to be dangerous or are unsure of. It includes any leftover household 
products that are marked with the following symbols:

Common examples include pesticides, varnishes, paints, cleaners and 
pool chemicals. Please remember this collection is for household waste 
only, no industrial waste from commercial businesses.

For more information call the CRD Hotline 1.800.663.4425  
Email: hotline@crd.bc.ca or visit www.crd.bc.ca

Bring your hazardous waste to the 
Saturna Island Recreation Centre
104 Harris Road, 11:00 am – 1:00 pm

Our natural environment is no place  
for household hazardous waste.
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Photo: James Tate

Stark angles and flowing lines, weathered
sandstone at East Point Park, Saturna Island.Ilove 'The Kerplunks' first CD. It's one of my family’ s favourite kids

CDs. We play music every day. 
I am really happy they are going to do some shows on the Gulf

Islands because they sing ver y fun childr en’s songs. They ar e quite
jazzy. They all play lots of instr uments, like tr umpet and bass. My
favourite track is number 7, ‘Go Bananas’. My second favourite is
‘Bicycle’. My Mom r eally likes The Kerplunks a lot. My little brother
and I like to dance to the CD.  

My family is looking for ward to seeing them on Pender Island
next week. W e want to hear the songs on The Kerplunks’ new CD,

‘Walk On’. 
Lots of kids should

go and adults, too! The
Kerplunks live on an
island like us, Gabriola
Island. 
(See ‘What’ s On?’ on
page 5 for tour details.)

Photo: Gail Neumann

Parked pooches wait for shoppers in Ganges.

Kids Music Review by Matthew 

Book Review by Christa Grace-Warrick

Life Imitates Art on the Gulf Islands

S
ince 2006, when Bill Deverell brought his character,
lawyer Arthur Beauchamp (beecham), to live on Garibaldi
Island, I have been a fan. Crime novels are not my genre

but mix it up with an thoroughly practised writer and some Gulf
Islands’ lore and ‘characters’ (who I think I know) and I am
hooked. So obviously were others, April Fool won the Crime
Writers of Canada’s Arthur Ellis Award that year.

Garibaldi is a generic Gulf Island and, from long
acquaintance with multi-Islands news, I recognize elements of
several Islands, finding my mind-pictures shifting from one to
the next as I’m reading. 

Deverell has the sense to get his Gulf Islanders to serve his
storyline, not the reverse. In April Fool, we view them through
the lens of the bewildered and newly arrived city-man Arthur as,
in the sub-plot, he watches his energetic Margaret conduct a
tree-sit and hold off the developers. 

This summer, I belatedly read Deverell’s 2008, Kill All The
Judges. I was astonished—here was art prefiguring reality. 

The news at the time was that Green Party Leader Elizabeth
May was considering standing for nomination for Saanich-Gulf
Islands’ Greens and here, in the book, was Margaret being the
first Green elected in Canada. Arthur meanwhile battles on in a
curious case in which judges are dropping like flies. 

Deverell spins the plot and the storytelling to such a degree
that I had no idea what was going on till about page 20 but I was

glad I went along for the ride. 
Actually I am completely the wrong

person for suspense and crime. If a
book gets too tense I just go and read
the end or a bit further along so that I
know the worst; then I can decide if I
actually like the writing enough to go
back and read the whole thing. I did. 

Deverell has developed a great sense
of humour over the years and can be
funny and serious all at once. I have to say I learned a lot about
the court system, which was enormously interesting; I do like a
look into other ways of life.

I may be treated to an different insider view shortly. Snow
Job, coming out in October, is a political novel and, guess what,
Deverell turns his wit onto Ottawa as Margaret Beauchamp
battles the old-line parties in Parliament. I’m expecting to get
some good insights and have a good laugh! (I’m beginning to
wonder if Deverell has second sight. Now that we have Elizabeth
May running in Saanich-Gulf Islands will we all be following her
doings in Ottawa?) 

I hear Snow Job is spiced with spy intrigue, and an
international crisis. I’m just hoping Arthur Beauchamp doesn’t
get too sidelined in Snow Job. But with Bill Deverell’s talent for
twisting up a fine tale Arthur will probably get a good part. 0
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“I am supporting Elizabeth May because Canada desperately needs in our House of Commons, a 
woman leader of her intelligence, integrity, environmental insight, economic reform, political experience 
and vision. She promises  a new style of politics, a genuine civility more suited to the 21st century.”

– Dr. E. Margaret Fulton, Offi cer of the Order of Canada, former President Mt Saint Vincent University, Salt Spring Island

“I've known Elizabeth May for twenty years.  Her intelligence, wit, integrity, and experience make her by 
far the best choice to lead the Greens in both our country and our riding.”

– Ronald Wright, author of A Short History of Progress, Salt Spring Island 

“When Elizabeth May is in the House of Commons, it will be worth watching Question Period!”
– Farley Mowat, writer, Port Hope and Cape Breton Island

“I am solidly supporting Elizabeth May to win a historic breakthrough, and I hope that everyone who 
cares about our planet will do likewise. Elizabeth knows the Ottawa political scene inside-out, and once 
elected, will be able to achieve remarkable things.”

 – Guy Dauncey, author of “The Climate Challenge:101 Solutions to Global Warming,” and editor of EcoNews

“There’s a million Canadians voting for the Green Party and they deserve a voice in Parliament. Elizabeth 
May should be that voice.”

– David Boyd, environmental lawyer, professor, Pender Island

“I congratulate Elizabeth on her candidacy, her nomination presents an incredible opportunity for our 
riding. I appreciate the enthusiasm and experience she brings to Saanich and the Gulf Islands.”

– Adam Olsen, Councillor, Central Saanich, Brentwood Bay

...and the list goes on...
Wally du Temple,

Former Councillor, North Saanich, Member of Board, Mary Winspear Foundation

 Andrew Lewis,
Former Deputy Leader, former Saanich-Gulf Islands candidate, Salt Spring Island

Sonya Chandler,
Councillor, City of Victoria

Bill Henderson, 
Song-writer, member Chilliwack, Salt Spring Island

Terry Glavin,
BC Award-winning writer, Mayne Island

Richard Iredale,
Architect, Mayne Island

Dorothy Cutting,
Writer and climate activist, Salt Spring Island

Brian Brett,
Poet, naturalist, novelist, (upcoming book, Trauma Farm), Salt Spring Island

William Deverell,
Lawyer, award winning author, (upcoming book, Snow Job), Pender Island

Michael M’Gonigle,
School of Law, University of Victoria

Dr. Andrew Weaver,
School of Earth and Ocean Sciences, University of Victoria

Join the growing list of supporters today! 
Email leader@greenparty.ca or call 778-426-4494

40% of Canadians
want Elizabeth May in
the House of Commons...
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NOTICE
NORTH PENDER ISLAND LOCAL TRUST COMMITTEE 

 APPLICATION FOR LIQUOR PRIMARY LICENCE
PENDER ISLAND GOLF & COUNTRY CLUB 

An application has been made to the Liquor Control and Licensing Branch for a liquor-primary licence 
endorsement by Pender Island Golf & Country Club.  As the local government, the North Pender Island 
Local Trust Committee is required to provide recommendations and comments on the application.  The 
comments and recommendations would be forwarded to the general manager of the Liquor Control and 
Licensing Branch for an application decision. 

In order to receive public comment, and to provide an opportunity for the public to ask questions of the 
applicant, the North Pender Island Local Trust Committee has scheduled a Community Information 
Meeting.

The Community Information Meeting will be held on Wednesday October 7, 2009 starting at 9:45 
am, at the Community Hall located at 4418 Bedwell Harbour Road. 

The proposed licence is for the beverage cart service (2 carts) providing service to golfers while playing on 
the course.  The hours requested in the application are 9:00 am to midnight, seven days a week. 

The property subject to this application is located at 2305 Otter Bay Road and consists of two parcels 
legally described as PID 017-337-178, Lot A, Section 17, Pender Island, Cowichan District, Plan 
VIP52327, and PID 009-675-698, Parcel F (DD78736I) of Section 17, Except Parts in Plans 22933 and 
36581.  The lot is zoned Agricultural, with site specific zoning for the golf course, and is located in the 
Agricultural Land Reserve (ALR).

Copies of various background documents may be inspected at the Islands Trust Office, 200 - 1627 Fort 
Street, Victoria, B.C., between the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m., Monday to Friday inclusive, excluding 
Statutory Holidays, commencing September 18, 2009, and continuing up to and including October 6, 2009. 

Enquiries or comments should be directed to Planner Andrea Pickard at (250) 405-5189, for Toll Free 
Access, request a transfer via Enquiry BC:  In Vancouver 660-2421 and elsewhere in BC 1-800-663-7867; 
or by fax (250) 405-5155; or by email to: information@islandstrust.bc.ca before 4:30 p.m., October 6, 
2009.

Written comments concerning the application may be delivered to: 

1. the office of the Islands Trust by mail at #200 - 1627 Fort Street, Victoria, B.C. V8R 1H8, or by Fax 
(250)405-5155, prior to 4:30 p.m. Tuesday October 6; or 

2. by delivery to the Local Trust Committee at the Community Information Meeting starting at 9:45
am Wednesday October 7, 2009.

The North Pender Island Local Trust Committee may consider a resolution concerning this application 
during the regular business meeting immediately following the Community Information Meeting on October 
7, 2009 at the Community Hall on North Pender Island. 

       Kathy Jones 
       Deputy Secretary 

For a different perspective

www.alcy.ca
by Tom Varzeliotis

have met with such inexplicable resistance, such blind rage, from
his opponents; well beyond that emanating from predictable
vested interests. In his pursuit of the ‘Audacity of Hope’, he is in
fact attempting to make a massive and fundamental change in
both US culture and politics.

Americans may even be fearful of hope.

The View From Canada
From the Canadian seats in the first row of the balcony, we
should not underestimate the significance of this change. In
Canada, there is no equivalent to the oppression of the US health
care system. We fear illness and injury, but not the cure or
convalescence. Political fear falls on much less fertile ground. We
may be stoic; we may be skeptical; we may be apathetic; but we
are not afraid. 

We should not be bewildered at the phenomenon unfolding
across the border, but understanding, sympathetic, and, yes,
even forgiving. We are too close not to be affected.

We should reflect upon our good fortune and good health. We
have, after all, our own audacity of hope. 0

FEAR, from page 4

a small boat and carry out an immediate rescue of a mariner in
trouble, or administer first aid or CPR.

With current concerns about national security, is it important
that lightstation personnel are, frequently, the only eyes and ears
guarding long stretches of our deserted coastal borders? And
24/7/365 at that.

Coast dwellers are aware of all this, which is why lighthouses
built in the nineteenth century are still staffed and maintained at
key locations. Twenty-seven staffed lighthouses remain in BC
and there is a strong suspicion that these four new destaffings are
just the start of a new program to de-staff all of them. The current
drive also appears to include lightstations on the Newfoundland
and Labrador coasts.

Objections have been raised by Steve Bergh of Chatham Point
light, north of Campbell River, representing the lightkeepers
(who appear to have been told not to speak to the media); Jim
Abram, who fought the last battle against de-staffing from his
lighthouse on Cape Mudge, and who is now a Director of the
Strathcona Regional District;  MP Nathan Cullen, and MLA Gary
Coons. There are also hundreds of signatories to an on-line
petition. 

Once again, our coast needs defending—from the
government. 0

LIGHTHOUSES from page 1

must be equivalent to, but separate from, the national currency,
and backed only by the trust and reputation of the businesses
involved.

Changing How Money Works
The point of the open money movement is to change the way
money works. Linton says, instead of money being a scarce
resource that a central authority lends into existence for other
people to fight over, money should be viewed as a method of
measuring, organizing and exchanging goods and services that
already exist. ‘We’re involved in a vicious, perpetual fight, simply
because we haven’t the imagination to realize that money is just
measure. If you create measures which are effective and
interactive and convivial, then you can have a community
economy that’s not just quantitatively enhanced—and we’re
talking substantial levels here, I’m looking in the region of 10, 20,
30% of GDP in these models within a few years—but the
quantitative aspect is actually secondary to the qualitative
consequence of having money that moves around rather than
moves through the community.’

On a larger scale, open money supporters hope to change the
way capitalist society operates. Ernie Yacub, a colleague of
Linton on the Comox Valley project, has a background in the
environmental movement and has been involved in community
currency since 1995. He sees open money as encouraging
environmental protection and sustainability.

‘The way normal money works is that, essentially, it sucks
and corrupts,’ he says. ‘We will cut the last tree and fish the last
fish to get the buck. We all do that... What I would suggest is
having our own money, which we can create as needed, as an
antidote to that problem. Not only is it an antidote, it creates a
different form of relationship, not only with each other, but with

our community and with our forests and or fish. Because if you
don’t have to sell that last tree to the corporation, why would
you?’

Reasons For Locals To Buy In
For Linton, getting local businesses involved is pivotal, the lack
of which has plagued earlier iterations of this system. The Comox
Valley Community Way’s website lists 38 local business that
accept Comox Valley dollars for a certain percentage of each
purchase, from 100% at the Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine
Centre to 25% on bikes and accessories at the Broken Spoke
Coffee House.

Matthew Archer, proprietor of Archer Mechanical, says that
in poor economic times, it might be a good thing to have around.
He has donated one thousand community dollars, and will
accept them back for 25% of purchases, or 50% of labour. He
plans on using the CV dollars he receives at the butcher or the
coffee shop.

Devin Moldenhauer, owner of the Avalanche Bar & Grill,
considers the idea ‘a good community project that will help out
businesses small and large, and community projects.’ He takes
local currency for up to 50% of each purchase. Though he isn’t
paying them out yet, he may give them out as an incentive.

Linton says that if a one billion dollar economy like the
Comox Valley can raise one million dollars for homelessness
through a community way, then Vancouver could raise $100
million just as easily.

Spreading The Gospel Of New Money
Last year, Linton and Yacub spent time in Vancouver trying to
interest people in using community currencies in areas like the
Downtown Eastside to compensate for the impact of the

Olympics and to raise money for good works. However, little has
happened as yet. ‘It’s not an easy concept,’ says Yacub. ‘Until you
can point to something and say, ‘See, this is how it works,’ it’s in
the realm of fantasy. And for people who are busy doing
whatever it is they’re doing, it’s difficult for them to sort of shift
into another way of thinking.’

One of the best prospects comes from Toby Barazzuol,
community organizer and president of Eclipse Awards, who has
been exploring the idea for the Downtown Eastside. He says that
there might be something happening in October of this year.

Linton has high hopes for the future of open money,
predicting that, ‘Vancouver’s probably going to have something
like a thousand currency systems inside a couple of years. Some
of them localized by region: Kitsilano, Commerical, whatever—
even Point Grey, who knows? Others will be sectoral: women,
aged, cultural groups, Chinese money, Greek money of West
Broadway.’ Future software could make setting up an open
money exchange as easy as making a discussion group on Google
or Yahoo.

Even after more than 20 years, Linton still faces a lot of
resistance when promulgating his ideas, ‘What we’re engaged in
at this point is giving the demonstration of the viability of these
moneys so that people can jump past the threshold of what’s this
for or why, and goes straight to, how do we do it, which then
becomes increasingly simple, and in fact in a few weeks I expect
we’ll be able to publish very interesting figures on how little it
costs and how much you can do with it, straight out the door.’ 

Peter Tupper is a freelance journalist in Vancouver. His work
has appeared in The Tyee, Wired, Globe & Mail and Vancouver
Magazine.

CURRENCY from page 2

Sierra Club of Canada is taking legal action to protect the
Courtenay River estuary, an ecologically sensitive area
designated a Canadian ‘Important Bird Area.’ 

The organization is seeking a court order quashing the
issuance of a development permit for a proposed gas service
station on the Dyke (Comox) Road that runs along the edge of
the estuary. The Comox Valley Regional District and Gas ‘N’ Go
Petroleum North Ltd are named as respondents.

The development permit allows a gas station to be built
right in the middle of a high-risk earthquake area, only a few
metres from an estuary teeming with fish and wildlife, says
the Sierra Club. The proposed gas station, overwhelmingly

opposed by Comox residents, poses an unacceptable risk to
the area’s ecology and might increase the risk of traffic
accidents.

‘Gas stations have a notorious reputation for polluting nearby
bodies of water,’ said Mike Bell, chair of Sierra Club Comox
Valley, ‘Less than a two-hour drive from the Comox Valley we
have the example of the service station spill at Cowichan Lake. It
damaged a nearby stream, destroyed fish, and is costing
taxpayers more than a million dollars to clean up. The same
thing could happen here.’

Bell emphasized that going to court was a last resort. ‘For
more than a year we have given numerous presentations to the
regional district, had many conversations with the staff,

submitted a petition with 1,300 names, tried to negotiate
alternative uses with the owner—all to no avail.’

The Courtenay River Estuary has the second highest
concentration of over-wintering waterfowl in BC, including the
Trumpeter Swan. It’s designation as a Canadian ‘Important Bird
Area’ indicates that it is a site that: provides essential bird
habitat, contains threatened species, and has highly exceptional
concentrations of birds.

‘This case speaks to the need for all communities to be
included in decisions on land use. We need to give priority to
businesses that create jobs while protecting the community’s
lasting asset, its ecological wealth,’ said Susan Howatt,
campaigns director for Sierra Club BC. 0

Legal action on Courtenay estuary birds



SALMON, next column, below

• harvesting 
systems
• design

• installation
• service

BOB BURGESS 
tel. 250-246-2155

bob@rainwaterconnection.com
www.rainwaterconnection.com

Bfine custom cabinets from MERIT
Bkitchens Bbathrooms Boffices
Bdining & entertainment units
Bserving Salt Spring & the Southern 

Gulf Islands

Carl Borgstom 
Kitchen Designer

250-538-7133
Mouat’s Trading Co. - Downtown Ganges, 

Salt Spring Island

KITCHEN & BATH CENTRE
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www.poe t s cove . com 250 -629 -2100

P O E T S C OV E •  P E N D E R I S L A N D •  B C 

2 FOR 1 MOORAGE SPECIAL...
...at Poets Cove Marina

Stay one night at our marina, and the next one's on us!
 October 13th to January 31st, based on availability

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND

Take notice that Celia Jane
Meade and Karl Gregory
Meade of Saltspring Island, BC
intends to make application to
the Integrated Land
Management Bureau (ILMB),
Ministry of Agriculture and
Lands, Coast Region office for a
Specific Permission for Private
Residential Moorage situated
on Provincial Crown Land
located in the vicinity of Ganges
Harbour, Saltspring Island.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is # 1413372 /31111.
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Integrated Land Management
Bureau at #142-2080 Labieux
Road, Nanaimo, B.C V9T 6J9,
or emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by ILMB until October
26, 2009 ILMB may not be able
to consider comments received
after this date. Please visit our
website at
http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for more
information.

Be advised that any
response to this advertisement
will be considered part of the
public record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at
Integrated Land Management
Bureau’s regional office.

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND
Take notice that Jean

Elizabeth Barakett of
Saltspring Island, BC intends
to make application to the
Integrated Land Management
Bureau (ILMB), Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands, Coast
Region office for a Specific
Permission for Private
Residential Moorage situated
on Provincial Crown Land
located in the vicinity of
Ganges Harbour, Saltspring
Island.

The Lands File Number
that has been established for
this application is # 1403687 /
30033. Written comments
concerning this application
should be directed to the
Section Head, Integrated Land
Management Bureau at #142-
2080 Labieux Road, Nanaimo,
B.C V9T 6J9, or emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo
@gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by ILMB until
October 30, 2009 ILMB may
not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for
more information.

Be advised that any
response to this advertisement
will be considered part of the
public record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at
Integrated Land Management
Bureau’s regional office.

LAND ACT:
NOTICE OF INTENTION

TO APPLY FOR A 
DISPOSITION OF 

CROWN LAND
Take notice that John G and

Donna E Schwarz, of
Saltspring Island, BC intend to
make application to the
Integrated Land Management
Bureau (ILMB), Ministry of
Agriculture and Lands, Coast
Region office for a 10 year
License of Occupation for
Residential-Private Moorage
situated on Provincial Crown
Land located in the vicinity of
Elenor Point.

The Lands File Number that
has been established for this
application is #1413375 / 31246.
Written comments concerning
this application should be
directed to the Section Head,
Integrated Land Management
Bureau at #142-2080 Labieux
Road, Nanaimo, B.C V9T 6J9,
or emailed to:
AuthorizingAgency.Nanaimo@
gov.bc.ca. Comments will be
received by ILMB until
November 10, 2009.  ILMB may
not be able to consider
comments received after this
date. Please visit our website at
http://ilmbwww.gov.bc.ca/
under the link: Applications &
Reasons for Decisions for more
information.

Be advised that any
response to this advertisement
will be considered part of the
public record. For information,
contact the Freedom of
Information Advisor at
Integrated Land Management
Bureau’s regional office.

NOTICE 
OF PROPOSED

CANCELLATION
Water Act Section 23

File  0161569
IN THE MATTER of Conditional
Water Licence No. 17332, which
authorizes use and diversion of
water from Lyall Creek for domestic
purpose on the Fractional West ½
and Fractional South ½ of South East
¼ of Fractional South West ¼ of
Section 17; North ½ of North East ¼
and North ½ of North East ¼ of the
North West ¼, Section 9, Saturna
Island, Cowichan Land District.

An investigation has shown:
a) The original appurtenancy of

the licence has been subdivided,
which necessitates an amendment to
the licence; and

b) Failure by the licensee for 3
successive years to make beneficial
use of the water for the purpose and
in the manner authorized under the
licence.

WHEREAS we have determined
that beneficial use of the water has
not occurred for many years and is
therefore subject to cancellation
under Section 23 of the Water Act.

YOU ARE HEREBY NOTIFIED
that unless cause to the contrary is
shown on or before October 31, 2009,
the said Conditional Water Licence
17332 will be cancelled.

DATED at Nanaimo, British
Columbia, this 12th day of August,
2009. 

SIGNED:  Larry Barr, Regional
Water Manager, Ministry of
Environment, Water Stewardship
Division, 2080A Labieux Road,
Nanaimo, BC  V9T 6J9

If you wish to comment on this
Notice, please advise this office in
writing, at the address noted above,
on or before October 31, 2009.

THIS IS THE 3RD PUBLICATION.

Fish farms ‘catching’ wild salmon
Biologist Alexandra Morton has laid charges under the federal
Fisheries Act against fishfarm giant Marine Harvest for illegal
possession of wild juvenile salmon from an endangered stock.

On June 16, hundreds of small salmon were seen spilling onto
a dock in Port McNeill during a transfer of live Atlantic salmon
brood stock from the fishfarm vessel MV Orca Warrior into
tanks on a truck. The vessel’s registered owner is Marine
Harvest.

‘When I received photos of the incident minutes later,’ says
Morton, ‘I was really surprised the fish lying on the road were
young pink salmon, I could not understand what were they doing
in Marine Harvest’s boat.’

‘Marine Harvest emailed, stating that the young wild salmon
had come from the Potts Bay fish farm, just west of Glendale
River in Knights Inlet,’ says Morton, ‘They were apparently in the
pens and were scooped up with the Atlantic salmon. We have no
idea how many pink salmon ended up going down the highway
in the tanks on the truck.’

When Morton took her boat to the Potts Bay fish farm she
saw large schools of pink salmon leaping inside the pens. ‘While
millions of tax payers dollars and environmental donations have
been spent to protect the Glendale River pink salmon from fish
farms, 2008 was the lowest return yet. These are the offspring
from that generation and far from safe, they are right in the fish
farm and in their packer,’ said Morton. Morton has published 15
scientific papers on juvenile pink salmon. 

T
his is the time of year for the ‘10 minutes for gathering and
10 foot away from the door’ diet. Almost everyone has a
basil pot on the go and the neighbor has more Bartlett

pears than they can dream of using. Drying, canning, freezing
and jamming are a part of every day.

Harvest time for the pacific northwest is when we can feeding
ourselves from our own land or land very close by; foraging and
gathering food without a barcode or package that never got to
ride in a big refrigerated truck! (Stopping at the information
booth on the way into Victoria, the kids spot blackberries starting
to eat up the information signs. Yay!) 

Return To School
Our younsters have come home to their school full of summer
adventures! On September 8, teacher Steve Dunsmuir,  welcomed
them all back, from tinies to teens; the older ones coming from
other Islands for a term at Saturna Ecological Education Centre.

It is fun to have them around. Here they are now backpacks
full, walking up Lyall Harbour Hill in the late afternoon,
wandering in chattering clumps along East Point Road in the
morning. (Join the kids in the Terry Fox Run which is Friday,
September 28, 11:30am at the school.)

Parks Canada Open House
Parks Canada held an Open House on August 22, providing an
update on the Gulf Islands National Park Reserve, seeking input
on planning and management, and introducing new our Park
Superintendent.

The Open House had a café theme. The gymnasium was very
quiet as people moved around reading the maps and reference
documents that lined the walls and helping themselves to the
lovely assortment of finger foods, tea, and coffee offered. Large
tables were covered with paper ‘tablecloths.’ Written on the table
cloths were wide-ranging questions from ‘what do you value
most in parks in the Gulf Islands’ to ‘identify critical needs at
local park locations on and around Saturna.’

By the end of the day the tablecloths were filled with
comments. Contributors also took the opportunity to comment
on other people’s comments—the dialogue broadened. Several
kids wrote, or had written for them, responses from their
perspective. Some comments were in direct opposition—‘Cull
the feral goats, they are destroying the Garry Oak ecosystems,’
‘We love the goats and come especially in spring to see the babies.’

A comment made by one participant was particularly
interesting. She observed that as the Island becomes more

developed open areas that used to be available (by asking the
owner or owners) for nurturing nature walks have disappears.
Locals have become more like off-Island visitors and come to
depend more on ‘their’ Parks. It was also interesting for locals to
read comments from visitors who were using park facilities
offered on several different islands. 

Many people took advantage of the opportunity to chat with
GINPR Superintendent Wayne Bourque and Park and
Community Planning Coordinator, Carolyn Stewart and other
staff.

Parks Canada will collate the results and present the results at
the October 5, park liaison meeting.

Regatta
I have a favorite Saturna event in which I have never
participated—the August Saturna Regatta. I have no boat and
would only offer an advantage if I crewed as ballast. However, I
love the urge that people have to fool around in boats. Money
and time stolen from the ‘have to do it side of life’ are what keep
Anne Elizabeth, Marie Rose, Reverie, Shearwater, Minstrel,
Sea Lion, and about 20 other local boats, afloat and bobbing
about in Saturna’s bays. 

Richard Blagborne devised this regatta to get everyone out and
sailing no matter what the type of boat or what their experience
and expertise. (This year the little Marie Rose was crewed by
Richard, his granddaughter Samara, and 15-year-old summer
visitor John Farrow.) The prime purpose is fun, being together and
recounting race exploits and shared experiences afterwards. 

This 11th Regatta started with a BBQ at Thompson Community
Park, which 50 people attended. Their boats, swinging at anchors
or tied-up at the dock, were outlined by a glorious sunset.

As the committee boat started the race, seventeen entrants
raced away. The course heads south down Plumper Sound to
Blunden Island off South Pender. There was a good wind at the
beginning and end and doldrums in the middle of the race. No
stopwatch calculates the finish time (but each captain is keenly
aware of the order of crossing). The winner is decided by the fleet
at the Post Race Excuses and Unbelievable Claims Meeting.
Each skipper makes his or her case as to why they and their crew
deserve to win. A really fine speaker can win the Oscar Cup for
the case presented! The handmade cups are prized. 

Special note is given to Gentleman Jim Campbell and
daughter Nan who have started the race for the last 9 years is the
stately motor yacht the Anne Elizabeth. 0

Saturna Notes~ Priscilla Ewbank

Morton’s lawyer, Jeffery Jones corresponded with DFO for
six weeks about this incident but the department still has not
taken any significant action. 

‘I have received many reports over the years of herring, black
cod and wild salmon in farm pens. The escaped Atlantic salmon
that fishermen bring me often have wild fish in their stomachs.
Are Norwegian farm salmon fattening up on wild BC fish? What
happens to the wild fish when the nets are pulled? What

happened to the pink salmon that may have been in the truck?
DFO often charges commercial and sport fishermen with illegal
possession to protect wild fish, why won’t they charge these
Norwegian companies?’ asks Morton. 

Morton asks that anyone with information on wild fish in
fishfarms to contact www.adopt-a-fry.org. 

So far, 18,000 people have signed a letter on the website
saying the laws of Canada must be applied to fish farms. 0

SALMON, from previous column above
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AUTOMOTIVE HOME & PROPERTY SERVICES

FREE!
Scrap Car,

Truck, Bus &
Equipment  
REMOVAL

No Wheels?
No Problem!
Gulf Islands • Victoria

Sooke • Sidney • Duncan

250-744-6842
250-732-4285

- Conventional Roofing
- Standing Seam & Low-slope

Metal Roofing
- Custom Flashing

- Asphalt & Cedar Shingles
- 6” Water Collection Gutters

250-652-0599
www.flynn.ca

MOVED
HOMES

BE BOLD - GO GREEN

Character, Custom &
Contemporary Buildings

40+ buildings to
choose from

www.nickelbros.com
1-866-606-2237

D. A. SMITHSON & SONS

Well Drillers
250-539-5252
250-478-6937
dasons@telus.net
www.smithsondrilling.com

Specializing in… 
PVC Deck Membranes &
Aluminum Railings for

Sundecks, Garage Decks
and Roofdecks.

CALL DAVE WOODE
CONTRACTING:

250-537-2990 or 
1-800-804-6288

Servicing the Gulf Islands

STANDING SEAM
METAL ROOFING
FOR WATER

COLLECTION SYSTEMS
ALSO

TORCH-ON MEMBRANE
SHAKE & SHINGLE

Serving the Gulf
Islands for 20 Years

LA
NCE VAESENROOFING 

Ltd.

250-381-2157
Cell 250-361-5028

Fax 250-383-2198

KLYNE 
CONSTRUCTION

• Concrete forming and 
framing

• House kit assembly

• Project management

• Renovations

• Boat access locations   
welcome

• Serving Gulf Islands and 
Vancouver Island

Al Klyne 
250-539-9887

alkelly@giwn.ca

• CRD approved drinking water
• pool filling • dust control 

• street flushing • film industry 

• 3,000 gallon tankers

250-388-2712
Bulk Water Delivery

MARINE

WAHL MARINE LTD.
135 McGill Road

Salt Spring Island

30 years experience
dock building & repair
pile driving & drilling

aluminum gangways & ramps
wood piers & wood floats

crane barge service & towing
mooring systems & service

Gord Wahl 250-537-1886
cell 250-537-7804

MOORINGS
INSTALLED •SERVICED

MAINTAINED

Chris West 
Dive Services

250-888-7199
250-538-1667

cdwest@telus.net

On Time & On Budget
• Foreshore Applications

• Docks • Moorings 

• Ramps • Pile Driving

Ross Walker
250-537-9710

www.islandmarine.ca

ADVERTISE!
250-629-3660

Boxed Ads start at $30
www.islandtides.com

13,600 homes &
3,800 yellow box

pick-ups this
edition

100 online readers
each day

250-629-3660
www.islandtides.com

FOR RENT

HELP WANTED

ISLAND 
EXPLORER
PROPERTY 
MANAGEMENT LTD.

Southern Gulf 
House & Cottage Rentals

Pender Island Long Term: 
Very private oceanfront home with
beautiful views and beach access, 4
bedrooms, 3 bathrooms–$1500.
Cozy winterized cabin, wood stove,
ideal for single adult or couple. Large
living area with kitchen. Loft
bedroom–$650.
Pretty ocean view, 2 bedrooms,
kitchen, open concept living room and
eating area. Furnished/unfurnished–
$900.

Licensed Property Management
on the Gulf Islands since 1994.

PROVEN SERVICE
COMMITMENT • RESULTS

1-800-774-1417
email:bgerry5@shaw.ca

www.island-explorer.com/pender

Hot Tubs
Swimming Pools

Sales • Service • Parts
Insured • Licensed

holger@hermann.ca
250-538-8244
Serving Southern &

Northern Gulf Islands
gulfislandspas.com

Madrona Lodge spectacular
furnished oceanview 1 & 2 bedroom
cabins on North Galiano Island.
Monthly rentals starting September
1 from $650 per month 250-539-2926
madronalodge@gulfislands.com

Rent
Quality Pre-Owned 

Cars & Minivans

www.gsaautorentals.com

250-655-5038
1-800-809-0788

terry@gsaautorentals.com

Book with the best!
Pick-Up  from 

Swartz Bay Ferry Terminal & 
Victoria Airport

Monthly from $625
Weekly from $205

Mention this ad  for discount

GSA Auto Rentals 

 

Steele Greenhouse

 Components Inc.

    Mayne Island
   Tel: (604) 532-1817     
      www.steelgc.com  

           Greenhouses

             for Farm 

        and Garden
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GENERAL TREE SERVICES
Serving Galiano & 
the Gulf Islands

• Hazardous or un-wanted tree 
removals

• View preservation and 
enhancement

• Thinning, topping and pruning
• Windstorm clean up
• Free estimates, reasonable 

rates
250-539-3752

generaltreeservices@hotmail.com 
School District #64

(Gulf Islands)

Applications are invited for
the temporary position of
Early Childhood
Educator (ECE) for the
Saturna Island StrongStart
BC pilot project. For
further information, please
refer to School District #64
website at:
www.sd64.bc.ca/staff.html.

School District #64
(Gulf Islands)

Applications are invited for
the continuing CUPE
position of Early
Childhood Educator
(ECE) for the Galiano
Island StrongStart BC pilot
project. For further
information, please refer to
School District #64
website at:
www.sd64.bc.ca/staff.html.

On September 16, during a meeting with US President
Obama, Prime Minister Stephen Harper said he would
be committing $130 million of federal money towards
a ‘green energy’ transmission line in northwest BC.
However environmentalists are accusing Harper of
‘greenwashing’ the proposed Northwest Transmission
Line, which, they say, has more to do with stimulating
major mining development in the area than it does
with delivering green energy. ‘This transmission line is
anything but green,’ says Merran Smith, Climate
Director with NGO ForestEthics. ‘The project that has
more to do with stimulating major mining projects
than it does with bringing ‘green energy’ to Northwest
Communities.’ 

‘Harper was under the media spotlight in
Washington for having no plan to slow down Alberta’s
tar sands,’ said Nikki Skuce, Energy Campaigner with
ForestEthics. ‘If the federal government was truly
serious about developing renewable energy and getting
remote communities off diesel, they would be looking
at community-owned power linking the region to its
own grid system.’ 

The currently proposed line doesn’t reach Iskut or
Dease Lake, two communities still running off diesel,
something that makes environmentalists suspicious,
they say. Even though the recession has slowed down
environmental assessments and exploratory drilling,

there remain 10 active mining proposals in the area
including Galore, Red Chris and Shaft Creek. 

Meanwhile the Tahltan Central Council (TCC)
welcomed the federal government announcement. The
Northwest Transmission Line has the potential to
significantly affect the area, it says. A large portion of
the line runs through Tahltan Traditional Territory and
would act as a gateway for new activities and
development that could have impacts on Tahltan Title
and Rights. ‘We are not opposed to development,’ said
Annita McPhee, chair of the TCCC, ‘but it needs to take
place in a manner that respects Tahltan title and rights.
We look forward to meeting with the federal
government to discuss how we will work together on
the review of the NTL, including gathering information
on both impacts and benefits.’

Environmentalists say the federal funding decision
is another example of top-down energy decision-
making that doesn’t take local communities or the
environment into account. ‘The government should
support the Tahltan in developing baseline
assessments and a land-use plan to determine which
mines might be acceptable and which ones shouldn’t
be allowed at all, such as Shell’s coalbed methane
proposal,’ said ForestEthics’ Skuce. ‘They’re also
interested in developing their own wind power.’ 0

generation by that time.  The estimates
took into account potential
environmental and permitting delays. 

Shaping & Firming
Additionally, power delivery from BC
would have to be ‘shaped and firmed’ to
meet patterns of Californian power
demand. This means that power, such
as run-of-river might have to be
augmented from other sources in order
to even-out peaks and troughs of
generation. Shaping and firming might
incur emissions permit costs if facilities
that did not meet California’s
environmental standards had to be
used to do this; driving up the price of
BC power.

BC Not So Clean, Run-
of-River Does Not Meet
California’s Standards

While wind and biomass generation in
BC would meet California’s definition of
renewable power, BC’s run-of-river
generation would not. BC Hydro’s ‘Site-
C’ dam on the Peace River would also
not count as ‘renewable’. 

The problem with BC’s run-of-river
power is that the California Energy
Commission requires that power
generation outside the state (and sold in
California) must be ‘as protective of the
environment’ as any similar facility in
California. The California rules for run-
of-river specify that:

• the installation must not alter the
volume or timing of stream flow;

• the installation must not exceed
30MW; and

• there must be no adverse impact

on ‘instream beneficial uses’ (this is an
extremely strict criterion that
essentially says the water must not be
changed, chemically or physically).

In its report, PG&E’s consultants
said that BC’s run-of-river power would
not meet any of these three
requirements.

Transmission
As to the high voltage overland
transmission line to California, the
researchers concluded that it was
‘technically and environmentally
feasible’, though they anticipated some
land use problems. An alternative
submarine cable, as proposed by Sea
Breeze, was judged not feasible. 

Contract Discussions
Presumably Continue

The PG&E researchers also examined
various contract possibilities for the
purchase of BC renewable power. They
concluded that the most practical
solution would be to purchase from the
BC Hydro’s exporting subsidiary
Powerex at a border crossing point,
although the question of where the
‘firming and shaping’ would take place
appeared to be left open.

As California needs BC power,
PG&E are presumably continuing
discussions with Powerex. 

In California, PG&E are seeking to
relax the environmental rules affecting
run-of-river generation outside the
state, but resistance to changing these
rules appears to have stiffened, given
protectionist sentiments in California.

No, it’s not simple. 0

EXPORTING POWER from page 1

A Strange Aside
In the 2008 election, both the Liberals and the NDP
complained to Elections Canada that four
organizations spent some $12,000 on ‘third party’
advertising in support of Minister Lunn. The groups
were based at the office of Bruce Hallsor, an executive
member of Minister Lunn’s Conservative Electoral
District Association. According to the Canada
Elections Act, third parties were limited to $3,666 in

advertising, and were not permitted to splinter into
smaller groups in order to evade that limit. 

The organizations were identified as Citizens
Against Higher Taxes, Economic Advisory Council of
Saanich, Dean Park Advocacy Association and Saanich
Peninsula Citizens Council. The financial agent for the
four organizations was Van Isle Marina Owner Mark
Dickinson. Van Isle Marina is located in Tsehum
Harbour, north of Sidney. 0

HARBOURS from page 3

‘Green’ powerline goes to Washington



It costs a lot to keep a
regional newspaper going!
Voluntary Subscriptions help keep

all this great news coming!
Did something in this edition:
• inform you?
• pique your interest?
• amuse you?
• give you a warm, fuzzy feeling?
• make you a good contact?
• find you an opportunity?
• inspire you to take action?
• make a conversation topic?
• find you a good buy or service?

If you are receiving Island Tides in your Island mailbox
or if you pick it up from one of our yellow free boxes

located across the Strait of Georgia and from Victoria to
Campbell River, or if you read online, you can show

your support and appreciation by mailing a voluntary
subscription of ($25 + $1.25 gst) $26.25 to:  Box

55, Pender Island, B.C. V0N 2M0 (Or call us with
your VISA number, 250-629-3660)

Thank You!
And a heartfelt ‘Thank You’ to those of you 

who have given subscriptions. And keep those lovely
letters coming. We paste them all in our scrapbooks! 
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DOCK BUILDING COMPONENTS  
& ACCESSORIES 

Wholesale distributors to Contractors & DIY’s for over 40 years 
DEALER OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 

FOAM-FILLED 
FLOATATION 

MOLDED & CUSTOM 

DOCK & DECK BOXES 

 FLOATATION 
 DOCK KITS 
 FRAME HDW. 
 LADDERS 
 BUMPERS   
 CLEATS 
 GALV. STEEL 

FRAMES 
 DECKING   
 &  MORE 

 MOORING, MARKER & REGULATORY 
BUOYS FOAM - FILLED 

TM 

1-800-665- 4499  
“If It Flows - We Go With It !” 

Photo:Susan Banjavich

Still time for beach finds in glorious September weather.

T
ig and I are in Antarctica looking for adventure. We think
we have found it. A night of camping in the snow and ice
sounds like it should be fun and a very different

experience. How many times do you get the chance to sleep
outdoors amongst the pristine beauty of Antarctica?

Thirty six intrepid souls are given a briefing aboard our ship
the Vavilov, a briefing that would discourage many. We are told
of the danger of moisture in our clothes and the possibility of
hypothermia, if we don’t do everything exactly right. We are also
told that once landed we have passed the point of no return. Not
until six-thirty the next morning will the zodiacs return to take us
to the ship. 

We are also told that if you wish to relieve yourself the only
place is behind a tree. The only problem is that there are no trees
to be found in Antarctica. For the truly desperate an old beer keg,
sitting in the snow, would be provided, no seat, no flush, no
privacy. It had been
christened Mr Yumyum,
by the crew. The
possibility of another
seventy pairs of
binoculars being trained
in your direction from
the ship is somewhat
daunting. Still none of
the thirty-six were to be
put off. 

We arrived in Leith
Cove and were shown
Duncan’s Dome, a small
snow-covered island
that looked as if it was
painted with penguin
guano. Oh no, was that
what we were to sleep on
overnight? Penguin guano smells indescribable. But of course! 

As it was also sleeting and very wet, we were all becoming
somewhat discouraged. Fortunately, it turned out that the
colouration was algae of various types. Well we didn’t come all
this way to back out now. 

At the appropriate time we were taken ashore by zodiac,
carrying our ‘mummy bags and daddy bags’ sleeping bags issued
according to size. We were in for another wet landing, this time
from both above and below. 

Muttering to ourselves how crazy we all were, we trek up a
wet, slippery slope carrying light-weight tents and mats issued by
the crew. Well at least we could use the mats to come down
quickly if necessary. Hopefully not while sleeping (if possible) in
the middle of the night. 

The crew had provided snow shoes for us to tamp down the
snow to make an even area to pitch the tents but, as it was almost
rain and just above freezing, Tig and I opted for quick
preparation. We had to choose whether we wanted a lakefront
view (huge puddles in the snow) or a view of the massive
impressive glaciers surrounding the cove and the island. 

Our rainsuits were soaked and we worked fast, with no
instruction, to put up our tent and keep our gear dry. Tig being
an expert had no difficulty meeting the challenge and ours was
the first tent completed. 

Meanwhile the warning phrases: Don’t go to sleep damp!
Don’t go to sleep too hot! Any moisture will freeze at night and

you will suffer! We are not taking anyone back to the ship in the
middle of the night! 

Worst thought of all, if you got cold, your bladder would drive
you crazy and you might have to get up, get dressed and use Mr
Yumyum. The barrel had been located down a slippery slope
with an awe-inspiring view of grey-blue seas reflecting massive
mountains shrouded in mists, at their base huge blue-and-white
glaciers rumbling as they stretched and flexed. But getting there
was univiting; all those clothes to put on, including wellies, to go
out and sit on the cold rim of a beer barrel. It was alright for the
men who had taken an oath to aim straight and true, as leaving
your mark on Antarctica is illegal. 

It was still sleeting but it was hard to go to bed, as in the
southern summer this far south it was still daylight at 11 o’clock
and, despite the overcast, seemed like about 8 o’clock. However,
since the return to the ship, with all gear packed and ready to go,
was at 6:30am, it seemed we ought to retire amongst the

rumbling glaciers.
The tiny tent for two made

retiring difficult. Removing
your outer waterproofs and
then a layer of clothing without
getting your sleeping-bag wet,
in the confined space, was a
challenge. Finally with
everything stowed we crawled
into our bags and stretched out
with a sigh. 

Where was my pillow-top
bed? The compacted snow had
turned to ice. Not only that, it
was lumpy and sloping towards
Tig. Who was the engineer,
who made this base for our
tent? The slippery, shiny,
sleeping bag slowly slid across

the mat towards Tig who by now was forced into the wall of the
dripping tent. Her face imprint must have showed on the
outside. I struggled back to my half of the tent and after tossing
for about half-an-hour finally drifted off amidst the crashing of
calving glaciers. 

Boom! That was the biggest explosion of noise yet. The glacier
had calved a huge chunk off itself. The sound echoed around the
small cove. Though I awoke, it was with excitement to be part of
the night with Mother Nature flexing her muscles. 

Then I heard the chorus from around me, snores in every
tone in the musical scale. I was tempted to go out into the rain
and conduct the orchestra. I ached in every bone from the lumpy,
hard surface and patches of cold seeped through the ½-inch
foam. With the steady dripping outside, there was no choice but
to laugh away the aches and snuggle down for as much sleep as
possible. 

We awoke to the sounds of the zodiacs returning and
struggled into our damp clothes. Would someone please make
zippers that work easily in frozen hands? We quickly struck
camp in the misty dawn with the thought of hot coffee and
croissants awaiting us aboard ship. On the return journey, a
silent, but thoughtful, and desperate group sat in the zodiacs
with their legs crossed and eyes afloat. But I would wager that all
felt as I did that they wouldn’t have missed the experience for any
reason. Mother Nature had woven her magic one more time. 0

Sleeping on Antarctica~ Pené Hollingworth

Build with Linwood
The complete building solution
for your cabin or home.

Call 250-931-8881 www.linwoodhomes.com

Call for your FREE plan book

• National, award-winning timber craftsmanship
• Cada’s rge supplier of materialsc  pp stom homes
• Guaranteed pricing & solid warranty package
• Access our qualified builder network

• National, award-winning timber craftsmanship
• Custom design, �uality materials & practical building options
• Guaranteed pricing & solid warranty package
• Access our qualified builder network
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